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Oeuf Introduces New Furniture Styles

collections.
Debuting in an all-white color is the Merlin Dresser. The sleek
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design of the dresser in white will brighten up your nursery

Oeuf is expanding its storage options with the Vertical Mini Li-

calming and serene atmosphere for little ones. Created with

brary, the ML Nightstand, the Merlin Wardrobe and the classic

clean lines and quality construction, both the Merlin 3 Drawer

Merlin Dresser in a fresh all-white finish.

and Merlin 6 Drawer Dressers perfectly fit with any Oeuf furni-

“Proper storage is so important to keeping a home calm and

ture collection. Built to last and grow with your child, the white

collected, but you want pieces that look as good as they are

finish makes it easy to style the dresser into different rooms

useful,” says Sophie Demenge, the co-founder of Oeuf with

and decor themes for years to come.

her husband Michael Ryan. “We wanted to provide more

Oeuf’s mission to “be good” extends beyond just the looks and

options in terms of color and size, so everyone can find a piece

usefulness of their products. Oeuf furniture is made in the

that works for their home.”

EU, so it meets their strict environmental and labor standards.

The Vertical Mini Library is a perfect blend of storage and

Specifically, the furniture is produced in Latvia, providing

style. The tall yet compact design is sized to maximize floor

Oeuf with easy access to sustainable raw mate

space with spacious shelves and cubbies to store and display

-rials, skilled labor, and a long, proud woodworking tradition

books, toys and other treasured items. Children will love its

- all things that are important for making the best quality fur-

fun design and new, taller height, while parents will love its

niture and being good to the world. Oeuf products are made

modern look and well-designed structure.

from the highest quality wood products and with non-toxic

The ML Night Stand is a charming match to any child’s bed.
Inspired by the contemporary design of the Mini Library, the
nightstand provides stylish yet practical storage for children.
Its door creates an enclosed cubby that makes it fun for kids
to store books and treasures and its roomy surface will keep
nighttime essentials within reach.
The Merlin Wardrobe is a brand new addition to the Merlin

or bedroom and make it feel more spacious, while creating a

finishes free from VOC health hazards.

Price: Night Stand €190, Vertical Mini Library €500, Merlin Wardrobe €975, White 3 Drawer Dresser €800, White 6
Drawer Dresser €1070 (VAT not included)
For more information:
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collection. It has the same style as the dressers, but is designed for those who need more storage room. The wardrobe
comes with a hanging rail and 6 shelves, which are adjustable
for maximum flexibility. And just like the Merlin dresser,

3 Drawer Dresser in white
with Sparrow base

6 Drawer Dresser in white
with Sparrow Base

ML Night Stand

Vertical Mini Library

Merlin Wardrobe
with Sparrow base

